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INTRODUCTION 
In [12] the maximal (unital) subalgebras of finite dimensional special simple 
linear Jordan algebras were determined. This paper completes the determination 
of the maximal subalgebras of finite dimensional simple Jordan algebras by 
considering the exceptional algebras. So as to include the case of algebras over a 
field of characteristic 2, we deal with quadratic Jordan algebras. 
Let F be a field of arbitrary characteristic. Finite dimensional simple 
exceptional algebras, are best considered as a subclass of a class of algebras of 
degree 3 introduced by McCrimmon in [6]. Let d be anF-vector space. Assume 
given 
(i) a cubic norm N of f with values in F, 
(ii) a quadratic mapping x -+ x# in 3, and 
(iii) a distinguished element 1 of $, related by 
x## = N(x)x. (1) 
N(I) = 1. (2) 
Z-(x+, y) = d,yN, (3) 
where T(x, y) = -d,zD log N and d,YN is the directional derivative of N in 
the direction y, evaluated at X. 
1” = 1. (4) 
1 x Y = T(Y)1 -Y, (5) 
where T(y) = T(y, 1) and x x y = (X + y)# - x# -ye. Assume moreover 
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that these hold for any fE = $ OF E, E a field extension of F. If we define 
y u, = qx, y)x - x# x y, (6) 
then (3, U, 1) is a quadratic Jordan algebra [6]. The following identities can 
be found in [6, IO]. 
x3 - T(x) x2 + S(x)x - N(x)1 = 0, VXEY, (7) 
S(x) = z-(x”). (8) 
x x x* = {T-(x@) T(x) - N(x)}1 - T(x#)x - T(x) X#. (9) 
Linearizing (9) and using (3) we obtain, 
x x y# +y x (x x Y) = {T(Y#) T(x) + w x Y) T(Y) - %Y#)ll 
- T(y#)x - T(x x y)y - T(x) y” - T(y)x x y. 
(10) 
x# = x2 - T(x)x + S(x) 1. (11) 
xxy==xoy-T(x)y-T(y)x+T(xxy)l. (12) 
qx x Y) = T(x) T(Y) - q%Y). (13) 
x+ x y’ + (x x y)” = I”@#, y)y + T(yjP-, x)x. (14) 
x x (x x y) = [T(x# x y) + T(x) T(” x y)]l 
- T(y) x# - x# x y - T(x#)y - T(x x y)x - T(x)x x y. 
(15) 
Let O/F be an octonion algebra, 71 its norm, and t its trace form. Let yi E F, 
yi f 0, x = Zt, vi + Ct123) ai[ikl E X(9, , J,,), where (Y$ E F, aj E 0 and &23) 
denotes the sum over (z$) cyclic permutations of (123). Define N(x) = 
xla2o13 + w2'Y3t(alu2a3)? x# =&23) (("i"j - w&k)) ek f (%+k - ariuihkl). 
McCrimmon has shown that this defines an algebra $(iV, #, 1) [6]. He has also 
shown that every exceptional algebra can be obtained by one or the other of the 
two Tits constructions [7]. Namely, given a simple associative algebra Se of 
degree 3 over its center F, define 9 = $(d, p) for some p E F, p # 0, by 
~==~O~O,andfor(a,b,c)~~~)~O,let 
N(u, 6, c) = n(u) + p(b) + p-%2(c) - t(ubc), (16) 
(u, b, c)” = (u” - bc, y-v - ub, pb# - ca), (17) 
where n, #, t are the norm, adjoint, and trace maps of zZ+. 
The second Tits construction is obtained as follows. Given SZ’ a simple 
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associative algebra of degree 3 over its center E and * an involution of ~2 of the 
second kind with fixed field F, the space of symmetric elements Z(&, *) is a 
quadratic Jordan algebra of degree 3. As above let n, #, t be the norm, adjoint, 
and trace map of &‘. Define 3 = $(&, II, U, *) for u E X(&‘, *) with 
n(u) = t+~* to be the Jordan algebra with underlying space X(&‘, *) @ GZ’ and 
for (a0 , 4 E x&-f, *) 0 d, 
N(ao , a) = n(aO) + p(a) + p*n(a*) - t(a,aua*), (18) 
(a0 , a)# = (a,# - aua*, p*(a*)# p-l - aOa). (19) 
2. MAXIMAL SUBALGEBRAS OF EXCEPTIONAL ALGEBRAS 
Let f = $(N, #, 1) be a simple exceptional algebra. Our purpose is to use 
structure theory to study the maximal subalgebras of $. A subspace %” of f is 
said to be a point space if 6# = 0. If %” is a point space then N(Z) = S(%“) = 0. 
If T(%“) = 0, d fi e ne 9(S) = {a E 2 1 a x %” C S} the idealizer of 9’. The 
following lemma justifies our choice of terminology. 
LEMMA. If d is a point space of $ such that T(2iY) = 0 then 9(%“) = 
(a E f 1 a x 3 C a} is a subalgebra of JJ and 9’ is an ideal of J(Z). Moreover 
;f9? is a subalgebra of 2 such that 9 is an ideal of ~47 then L?+? C 4(6). 
Proof. Let x E %“. Since 1 X z = T(z)1 - z, 1 E Y(s). Clearly 9(Z) is a 
subspace. We wish to show that J(a)+ C 9(Z). Let a E 9(Z), z E 9, z # 0. 
By (IO), a# x z = -a x (a x z) + {T(a#)T(z) + T(a x z)T(a) - T(z, a#)}1 - 
T(a#)z - T(a X z)a - T(z)& - T(a)a X z. 
By (14), 0 = (a x x)” = -a# x z# + T(z#, a)a + T(a-#, z)z = T(a#, z)z. 
Hence T(a#, z) = 0 and a# x z = --a x (a x z) - T(a*)x - T(u)u x z E 9. 
Thus .Y(Z?‘) is closed under # and by (6), Y(%“) is a subalgebra of $. If g is a 
subalgebra of 2 and ZZ’ is an ideal of &% then for b E GY!, z E 6, b 0 z E %” and by 
(12) b 0 z = b x z + T(b)z + T(z)b - T(b x ~$1 = b x x + T(b)z - T(b x z)l. 
We wish to show that T(b x z) = 0, for then b x z = b 0 z - T(b)z E 9 
and W C #(Z?‘). Since b 0 x E 8,O = (b 0 z)# = (b x z + T(b)z - T(b x z)l)* = 
(b x z)# + T(b)?@ + T(b x ~)~l + T(b)z x (z x b) - T(b x z)l x (b x x) - 
T(b x x) T(b)1 x z which by (5), (14), and (15) = T(b+, z)z + T(b x z)z 1 - 
T(b) T(z x b)a - T(b x x)21 + T(b x x)b x z + T(b x z)T(b)z = T(bfc, z)z + 
T(b x z)b x z. Therefore 0 = T(b#, z) T(z) + T(b x .z)” = T(b x 2)“. Hence 
T(b x z) = 0 and BCC(%-). Note that if the characteristic of F is not 2, 
0 = T(b o .z) = T(b x z) - 3T(b x x) = -2T(b x z) yields the desired result 
more readily. Q.E.D. 
Let 0 be a split octonion algebra overF. Then 0 has a basis {xi , yj}, 0 < i < 3 
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of mutually orthogonal hyperbolic pairs relative to the norm form n such that 
x0 and y,, are idempotents with 1 = x,, + y0 , xOyo = 0 = y,x, ; the Peirce 
decomposition of 0 with respect to x,, gives rise to the well-known realization 
of 0 as “Zorn vector-matrices” with structure constants 0, Al. Theorem 5 of [12] 
states that a subalgebra %? of an octonion algebra 0 is maximal if and only if it is 
isomorphic to a division quaternion algebra or .I = Fx, @ Fx, @ Fx, @ 
Fy, 0 Fy, 0 Fy3 for {xi , yi> as above. 
THEOREM. A subalgebra %9/F of a j?nite dimensional simple exceptional central 
quadratic Jordan algebra $lF is maximal ;f and only if it is isomorphic to an algebra 
of one of the following types: 
(I ) ,aZ+, &’ an associative division algebra of degree 3 over its center F, 
(2) Z(SZ, *), JS? an associative division algebra of degree 3 over its center E, 
* an involution of the secbnd kind with F = X(E, *), 
(3) G’?(& , J,), 9/F a division quaternion algebra, 
(4) $&e) @ j&e) = Fe @ fO(e), e a primitive idempotent, 
(5) S’(.A3), A = Fx, @ Fx, @ Fx, @ Fy, @ Fy, @ Fy, as above, 
(6) I, the idealizer of Fz, z E $ with z2 = 0. 
Proof. Let g be a maximal F-subalgebra of f. We must consider three cases: 
a simple, g semisimple but not simple, and @ not semisimple. 
Assume first that %? is simple. The center of 3 is a field extension E of F. 
If a E E then its minimal polynomial pa(h) is irreducible and divides m,(h) the 
generic minimal polynomial of a considered as an element of j. Since m,(h) 
is of degree 3, pa(X) is therefore of degree 1 or 3. Hence E = F or E/F is of 
degree 3. If E/F is of degree 3 since the generic norm N,,,(a) = NEIFNBIE(a) 
([2], p. 41) we must have that a is of degree 1 over E and 9? = E. But E = F(x), 
x E f, and by the Shirshov-Cohn theorem ([8], p. 764), F(x, y) the subalgebra 
of f generated by x and any y G 6, y # F( x , is special unless F(x, y) has an ) 
extreme radical. In either case since f is exceptional simple F(x, y) is a proper 
subalgebra. Therefore &Y = E is not a maximal subalgebra of 2. 
Let us now assume that the center of 9? is F, we show next that a cannot be 
of degree 2. Since g is a subalgebra of $(N, #, l), it satisfies the axioms (l)-(5) 
for N, # and 1. Since these remain valid for f” they also remain valid of # 
for any field extension L/F. Since @ is simple, it has no absolute zero divisors 
and Theorem 1 of [lo] implies that 8 is isomorphic to Z(%?s , _T,), V an asso- 
ciative composition algebra, or a Jordan division algebra. %(%Ya, lY) is of 
degree 3. If g is a Jordan division algebra then for some field extension E of F, 
g OF E is a simple subalgebra of $ OF E but is not a Jordan division algebra, 
hence of degree 3 [ll, p. 71. Therefore &9 is of degree 3. 
If 9? is a Jordan division algebra, by structure theory a g G!+ or X(&, *), 
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& an associative division algebra of degree 3 over its center, c an involution of 
the second kind. If # is a Jordan division algebra then clearly subalgebras of 
this type are the only maximal subalgebras. However such subalgebras are 
maximal whether or not f is a division algebra. If g z &+ we may assume that 
f is obtained by the first Tits construciton [7]; 2 = & @ & @ &. Let x E f, 
x $9 and let V be the quadratic Jordan subalgebra of 2 generated by g and x. 
We must show that $? = d. Subtracting from the first component we may 
assume x = (0, b, c). Since x # 0 we may assume 6 # 0 (otherwise c # 0, 
apply # as in (17)) and recall that & a division algebra implies c# # 0). If c = 0, 
by (17), (a, 0,O) x (0, b, 0) = (0, --ab, 0). Since &!r = &‘, (0, ,r4, 0) C @; 
(0, &, O)# = (0, 0, &#) = (0, 0, &) CV and V = f. Thus it suffices to 
show that % contains an element of the form (0, d, 0), d # 0. Now (a, , 0,O) x 
(a, b, c) = (0, --a$, -car) and (a, , 0, 0) x (0, --a$, -cui) = (0, a,u,b, cuia,). 
Pick a, , u2 E & such that u1u2 # usur . Then (0, (usu, - a,~$, c(u,u, - uruz)) = 
(0, d, 0) E V and d # 0. 
If a e Z’(&, *), (-QI, *) a division algebra of the second kind, then 
$ = %(d, *) @ &’ is obtained by the second Tits construction [7]. Again 
consider %’ the subalgebra of f generated by a and x = (0, b), b # 0. By (19), 
(a, 0) x (0, b) = (0, -ub). S’ mce %(d, *) generates & associatively (0, &) C g, 
%? = 2, and g is a maximal subalgebra. 
Now if g is simple of degree 3 but not a division algebra, g is reduced. Let 
e, , e2 , es be a system of primitive orthogonal idempotents in a’. We may assume 
that 2 has been coordinatized with respect to these idempotents. Also 
a = s(%?s , j$), V an associative composition algebra, and f = #(Us , 1,). 
Since 9 is maximal %? must be a quaternion algebra. If 9 is a subalgebra of $ 
containing a, since e, , es , es are connected in g!, they are in z?@ and g has a 
coordinatization. The coordinate algebra of 9 is a subalgebra of 0 containing Q?. 
By Theorem 5 of [12] recalled above, %? is maximal if and only if V is a division 
quaternion algebra. 
Consider now semisimple subalgebras of f, g = @ Cb, .!%< , ai simple, 
2 < Y < 3. Let g, be the unit element of gr . Then g C $Ug, @ #U,-,l and 
g, or 1 - g, has trace 1. Therefore by maximality .GZ? = j$ @ $r for some 
primitive idempotent e, . We claim that such a subalgebra is maximal. Since 
any primitive idempotent can be embedded in a complete system of primitive 
orthogonal idempotents of #, 1 = e, + e2 + es, e, , es E $s . Accordingly 
if x and a generate a subalgebra %? 2 g we may assume after action by Up,+ 
or u+e, that x = a,[,,] or a,[,,] . Say x = a,[,,~ # 0. Then 0[,,1 x u,[~~I = 
@%,I and OCZ,[,,~ x @[a31 = (a@) 0~,,1 . Since 0 has no nontrivial one-sided 
ideals, repeating the process if necessary we obtain @[,a1 C V and oi[s31 x @[ia] = 
0~~1 C V. Therefore 9 = # and &’ is a maximal subalgebra. 
Finally consider subalgebras .G? whose radical is nonzero. Since f is finite 
dimensional &? = Rad (9) is Penico-solvable [9]; i.e. if W(O) = W, B(i) = 
gUg,j-1, , j > 0, 2W) = 0 for some k. Let B be the penultimate 
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term of the Penico sequence of 9’. So d is an ideal of g and 
g’v, = 0. If z E b, a2 = 1 U, = 0. Therefore T(z) = S(x) = N(z) = 0, 
a# = 0. Hence ZZ is a point space with T(Z) = 0. The lemma and the maxi- 
mality of 5? imply &Y = $(a). Th ere f ore to complete the determination of the 
maximal subalgebras off it suffices to consider 9(%“) for point spaces of trace 0 
and decide which of these are maximal subalgebras. The point spaces of # 
have been determined up to isomorphism in [13]. If $ is not split but has a 
point space of trace 0 then f !z Z(0, , J{r,r,-r)), B a division octonion algebra 
and any point space of trace 0 has dimension 1 and is isomorphic to Fz, 
~=e,--e~+l[~a]. ,“(Fz)=Fe,O{cu,e,+ol,e,+a[,,lloli~F, UEC, LX- 
cla - t(a) = 0} + {a[,,l - a[,,] j a E O}. The dimension of Y(Fz) is 18 while the 
dimensions of the simple and semisimple maximal subalgebras were 9 for &+ 
and .%‘(d, *), 15 for Z(;2, , J,), and 11 for x1 @ $a . Since 18 is greater than 
any of these, I is a maximal subalgebra of $. 
Assume that 0 is split. Let 3 be a point space of & with T(Z) = 0. Such 
spaces have been determined up to isomorphism [13, Theorem 21. There are 
14 of them; 1 < dim 3 < 6. $(ZZ’) 1s also computed for each of them 
(Equations (8)-(13) of [13]). Th ere is only one ZF of dimension 1, Fx,g12~ and one 
of dimension 6, (Fq + F&z~ + (FY, + Fx~)[~~I + (Fy2 + FYJ[~~I and it was 
observed in [13] that given any of the 14 nonisomorphic 3, 9(S) is contained 
in the idealizer of one or the other of these two point spaces. 
Note that yOU and Uy, are maximal totally isotropic subspaces of 6 with respect 
to n (the Witt index is 4). If Y(F xOllsl) were contained in a proper subalgebra, 
at least one of the Peirce spaces of the subalgebra would be larger. But 
(x00 + O~,,)tral has dimension 7 and increasing it would yield Ulrsl , contra- 
dicting the maximality of jr(ea) @ ~$(ea) = EL, Fe, @ c!& . On the other 
hand, increasing y,,U or Uy,, would yield a subspace of 0 which is no longer 
totally isotropic. Hence e2 and e3 or e, and e3 would be connected. Since 
(x1 + yl)rlzl connects el and e2 , the subalgebra could be coordinatized. But U 
has no subalgebra of dimension 7 and x,0 + Ux, has dimension 7. Therefore 
9(Fx,r,,l) is a maximal subalgebra. 
Each of the Peirce spaces contains a hyperbolic pair with respect to n. Therefore 
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the ei’s are connected and 4 can be coordinatized with y = diag{ 1, 1, l}. Since, 
up to isomorphism, the only subalgebra of 0 of dimension 6 is & as in (5) of the 
Theorem, 3 E x(&a) and this algebra is clearly maximal. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
3. THE STRUCTURE OF THE MAXIMAL SUBALGEBRAS 
We end with a few words concerning the structure of the maximal subalgebras. 
Note that their dimensions are 9, 9, 15, 11, 21, and 18, respectively. The first 
three are special simple, while the fourth is semisimple and special. We wish to 
show that the last two are exceptional. An element of the free quadratic Jordan 
algebra is called an S-identity if it is an identity for all special quadratic Jordan 
algebras but is not an identity for all quadratic Jordan algebras. The following 
identity is due to Glennie (see [3, p. 511). 
It is easy to check that it is an identity for special quadratic Jordan algebras. 
Consider #(&a). Let X = I lr21 , Y = 1 taa1 and 2 = ~~1~~1 + xr[ral + x212al . 
Substitute in (22) N = X, y = Y, z = 2. The multiplication in Z(U,) can be 
found in 14, pp. 2.12,2.15]. We wish to compute the 13 component of the above 
expression. By the choice of X and Y the contribution of the last two terms to 
the 13 component is 0; ZU, = ,x0[r21 , Ya = e, + e, , Y2Crz = (x,x,)(,,1 , 
Y2uzUx.y = Gv~~~~I and zUsy 0 (Y2UzUxsy) = ~oh~2h = Gw3h = 0. 
Similarly ZU, 0 (X2UzUx,,) = (x0x1) xz[13~ = (x~~)[~~J = y3[13~ . Hence (22) 
is not an identity for &‘(&a) which is therefore exceptional. Observe that 
/ = Fx, @ Fx, @ Fx, @ Fy, @Fy, is a sublagebra of 0 and since X, Y, 
2 E JqJG), q-4) . is exceptional; dim Z(Jl/r3) = 18. Moreover using Artin’s 
theorem and the Peirce relations for alternative algebras it can be shown that 
any unital alternative algebra of dimension 4 is necessarily associative. Therefore 
#(Ms) has smallest dimension among exceptional algebras of the form Z(-.<?), 
where &’ is a unital alternative algebra. 
Let 2 = Fx, @ Fx, @ Fy, @ Fy, . ?? is a split quaternion algebra and s(Z&) 
is a simple subalgebra of %‘(Ms). Let W = (Fx, @ FY&~I @ (Fx, @ Fyz)[2sl @ 
(Fx, @ Fy.&1 . It is easy to check that g is an ideal of x(&a) and that B2 = 0. 
Since &+&‘a) = &@(2a) @ g (as vector spaces), .% must be the radical of 
&(.&a). While x(.,&s) is exceptional, both its radical W and %(&&/a are 
special. Finally, we note that 1 tr21 , lraal , and %k!l f m231 + x2[311 generate 
&(d3) and since &?(d3) is exceptional the Shirshov-Cohn theorem [8] implies 
that three is the minimal number of generators for Z(.ds). 
In [I] Albert constructed a solvable exceptional Jordan algebra by tensoring 
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3Eo(0s) with F[t] the (commutative nonunital) associative algebra generated by 
a nilpotent element t with t” = 0. It is clear that %(Os) @,F[t] is solvable 
and, substituting X @ t, Y @ t, 2 @ t for X, y, x in (22), that #(@a) BF3’[t] 
is exceptional provided 71 > 9. In fact this shows that X(X3) mFF[t] is 
exceptional and solvable. 
We consider next subalgebras of the form 9(&z) for .s2 = 0 # z, and show 
that I is exceptional. Extending the base field if necessary we may assume 
that U is split and that 9(z) is as in (20). Let B = y,,Bh,a] @ ojy,,[ai] @Foal . 
It is not hard to compute .?P = Fx,l,,~ , g3 = 0 and to verify that 3? is an 
ideal of 9 = ~(Fx,[,,l). Let 
g = Fe, 0 Fe2 CD (Fx, 0 Fx2 0 Fx, 0 FY, 0 FY, 0 Fy3)w ; 
53 is a simple quadratic Jordan algebra of degree 2 (the associated quadratic 
form is the restriction of S to 63). Since 9 = 3? @Fe, @ B’, .G% is the radical of y. 
If a, b E g’, denoting e, + es by e, 
where 
aU, = S(c, b)b - S(b)%, (23) 
ii = S(a, e)e - u. (24) 
Hence the subalgebra generated by a and b is contained in Fe + Fa + Fb. Since 
.5@ is of dimension 8, its minimal number of generators is at least 7. But B is a 
homomorphic image of 9. Therefore the minimal number of generators of 9 
is at least 7. We claim that %?, the subalgebra generated by es -f e3 , xr[ral + y0[a31 ,
%[121 + YOt311 9 x3h21 ,Yl[l21 ,Y2[121 ,Y3[121 , is 9. Indeed ((x3 + Y~)I~~I)~ = el + e,; 
el+e2Uez+es =e2, and el,e2, 3 e E V. Therefore a C %‘. Also ~~[,a] 0 yo[s31 = 
-~311 E w:, 1 d i < 3 and Yi[lz] 0 yo[311 = --~i[231 E @, 1 < i I=, 3; ~01231 0 
yot3r1 = xotrzl E %?. Thus $? = 9. 
To show that 9 is exceptional it suffices to show that a subalgebra of 9 is 
exceptional. Let 9’ = .%’ @Fe, @ 92, where 33’ = Fe1 @Fe, @ (Fx, @ Fx, @ 
Fy, @Fy2)r121 . That 9’ is a subalgebra follows immediately from the fact that 
3?’ is an algebra and 3 is an ideal of 9. For simplicity’s sake we assume that the 
characteristic is not 2 (see [S] for results concerning special universal envelopes 
of algebras of degree 2 in characteristic 2). Let Y be the special universal envc- 
lope of B’. It is known that Y is a Clifford algebra of dimension 25 which is a 
direct sum of two copies of F4 . Letfij denote the matrix units of the first copy, 
gij those of the second. Denote by 7 the map exchanging the summands of 
F4 @ F4 , i.e., (fij , g,,)l = (fis , gij). Let p: fl + F4 @ F4 be the map given by 
%hZl = (fi3 + f24 Y g31 + i&J> 
x;r121 = t-f,2 + f34 9 -g21 + &33), 
Yh21 = @I21 9 Yh21 = x%21 ? 
el ’ = (fil +f44 , g2, + g33h e2’ = el”” . 
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One can check that (F4 @ F4 , p) is a special universal envelope for @. 
Assume 4’ is special. Then since its special universal envelope is unital and 
finite dimensional over F it can be embedded in a matrix algebra &’ = Ft . 
Hence we have a monomorphism u: f’ -+ &‘f and there exists an associative 
algebra homomorphism p which makes the following diagram commutative. 
Since ker p # F4 @ F4 , we must have ker p s F4 or (O}. We consider both 
cases separately and obtain contradictions using various Peirce relations. 
If kerpzFF,, after an isomorphism if necessary, we may assume ker p = 
(0, F4). We have for 1 E &‘, 1 = eiO + e,” + e,” = ey + ep + es0 = fyi + 
f!& + fg2 t fg3 + e,“. If we denote fL , f & , f & , f $, , esu by h, to h, , mpec- 
tively, we obtain xytar, E s9,, @ da5 @ .Q& @ z& in the Peirce decomposition 
of & with respect to the &‘s. Since f$ are matrix units in ,tpUr+, 
xIc3tl 0 xmzl = 0 implies (fi, + fx)” 0 xy[al, = 0, so the 51, 52, 35, and 
45 components of xyca,, are 0. Similarly xltall 0yaIia~ = 0 forces the 52, 54, 15, 
35 components of xytalI to be 0. Thus x$i, = 0, a contradiction. 
Now assume ker p = 0. Consider the Peirce decomposition of LZ? with 
respect to hi = f yi , hi, = g$ , 1 < i < 4, h, = e,“. We must have x~,ai, E 
4, 0 4, 0 -4s 0 do 0 41 0 44 0 -40 0 47 . But ~11311 0 xlrlz~ = 0 
forces the 91, 92, 97, 98, 39, 49, 59, 69 components of x:1,,, to be 0 and 
x1[31~ ~ya[ia~ = 0 implies that the 92, 94, 95, 97, 19, 39, 69, 89 components of 
+al, are zero. Therefore x~~311 E &ra @ -04,, . Similar arguments yield 
But -xohzl = Yl[251 ’ %I311 = Y2[231 ’ x2[311 * Therefore --x&z1 E (&a8 @ &,2) n 
(d2, @ dG3) = (0}, a contradiction. Thus 3’ is exceptional. 
4’ is of dimension 16 and is the smallest exceptional algebra known to the 
author (char # 2). While both 9 and %(X3) are exceptional of dimension 18, 
it is not hard to show that they are not isomorphic. 
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